
 

Annual report 2022 
 

Every new-year brings with it new possibilities. 2022 was no exception. It was a year of 

“flexibility” after the Covid-19 pandemic and lockdowns forced the world to adapt to new 

norms. As much as it was challenging we still progressed and achieved. Our the virtual annual 

general meetingswere successful and productive.  This is our 4th meeting, and together with 

webinars and other virtual meetings we enhanced networking and created space for improved 

communication, openness and accountability. 

As we begin a new financial year, allow me to summarize. Bridging Ages is an NGO based at, 

and supported by Kalmar Lans museum as the administrative office in Sweden. Most Board 

members, including our honorary president are volunteers.  A strong network grew over the 

last two decades. It is up to us as members to make suggestions, send ideas, find partners and 

look for funding to strengthen this network of passionate members and communities. 

However, funding remains a challenge.  

The December Board meeting was an open session where Board members expressed positive 

contributions within countries and the need for networking and collaboration. This was indeed 

encouraging and reinforced the need to strengthen the organization 

 

Highlights for the year 2022. 
 

The board members are elected on a two year, staggered term. The election was held on 30 

March 2022. The following members: Vice President, Tina Lindstrom, Sweden and Steven 

Labarakwe, Kenya have retired from the board. We thank them for their contribution since 

the inauguration of Bridging Ages in 2004.  

Bridging Ages Board 2022: 

- Honorary President:  Ebbe Westergren, Sweden 
- President, Gulshera Khan, South Africa 
- Vice President, Linda Liljeberg Sweden 
- Monica Mattbäck, Finland  
- Scott Green, USA 



- Mildred Ayere, Kenya 
- Agrita Ozola, Latvia 
- Pille Rohtla, Estonia  
- Hakan Adanir, Turkey   
- Sam  Semakula was copted from Uganda due to unforeseen circumstances of board 

member  Douglas Muwonge.  
Board members are from 9 countries, from Africa, Europe and North America 

Bridging Ages has an emailing list of 1083 Persons. Those whose email addresses have 

bounced back have been deleted. We encourage those persons to each send an email to 

bridging ages email address so that they are reinstated. 

Meetings:   

There were 10 board meetings that were held as follows:  26 January, 8 March, 22 March, 26 

April, 18 May, 13 June, 1 July (during the International Conference in Türkey), 6 September, 

10 November and 14 December 2022. 

Sub-committee meetings: Operational team meetings: These meeting are held prior to the 

Board meetings for the smooth operation of Bridging Ages work. This is between Kalmar Lans 

Museum and executive members of the Board. 

Conference-Planning meetings. Numerous meetings were held to plan both the conference 

and training held in Turkey. 

 

Newsletter.  
Two Newsletters were circulated to those on the Bridging Ages list: May and October. A 

Bulletin in December 2023 followed. 

 

Publications:  
Time Travel Educational Handbook (authors: Ebbe Westergren, Rueben Gounden and 

Gulshera Khan) was published and distributed in South Africa and at the international 

conference.  

The current Bridging Ages website has a library with many publications, including books. 

There are publications from severalcountries on the use of the Time Travel method which 

supports their needs and development.  A snapshot of some publications are: 

• Ebbe Westergren, Gustav Wollentz (eds) 2018: The Time Travel Method – In the 
service of Society and Its Development, 96 pages. 
 

• Ebbe Westergren 2017. Use the Past, Create the Future. The Time Travel Method, a 
Tool for Learning, Social Cohesion and Community Building. In The Archaeology of 
Time Travel, Experiencing the Past in the 21st Century. Edited by Bodil Pettersson, 
Cornelius Holtorf. 
 

http://www.bridgingages.com/site/assets/files/1253/the_time_travel_method_webb.pdf
http://www.bridgingages.com/site/assets/files/1253/the_time_travel_method_webb.pdf


• Lena Westergren and Berit Roos Johansson, eds 2016: Tools in Life. Mathematics in 
the Historic Environment. Linnaeus University press. 78 pages. 
 

• Gustav Wollentz, 2014, e Cultural Heritage as a Resource in Conflict Resolution, An 
Overview of the Field, 39 pages 
 

• Holtorf, Cornelius, Birgitta E. Gustafsson and Ebbe Westergren eds :(2011) The Social 
Benefits of Heritage. Museum International 63 (1-2), no. 249/250. 
 

Webinars and Network Meetings. 
 Four meetings were hosted by Kalmar Lans museum. 

• 12 September – Network Meeting. 

• 10 October – Webinar “Time Travels to the Future”. 

• 14 November – Network Meeting. 

• 12 December – Webinar “Time Travels and the Climate Crisis”.  
 

International Conferences   
The Bridging Ages international conference 2022, held from 29 June to 1st July at Giresun, 

Turkey, was a major achievement.  The conference theme was “BUILDING TOGETHER 

BEYOND BOUNDARIES”  

Sub themes were : how to use the Time Travel method and Applied Heritage to explore issues 

such as Peace Building and Democracy, Education and Learning, Environment and Climate 

Change. The theme of the conference set out to empower Time Travel advocates and new 

participants as a collective to enact positive changes across global issues.   The commitment and 

efficiency of those who planned this conference was fantastic, including translation into English 

and arranging transportation for each delegate. All of this was on a volunteer basis. Every 

presentation was aligned with the Time Travel method as a means to address present and future 

challenges.  

 

Newsletter October 202 outline a detailed report. Attachment to the Annual report 

 

International Training : 24 May and from 24 June to 2 July 2022  
The training was planned to co-incide with the conference - before, during and concluded 

after the conference. The purpose:  To understand the Time Travel method and its benefit for 

learning and development in school and community. The training was attended by educators, 

representatives from universities, and museum professionals from Rhodes, Greece, and 

Turkey. An implementation plan of a Time Travel program at their own school/organisation 

was the way forward for the training participants.  The participants planned and assisted in 

the implementation of the conference event. This was part of the practical training 

experience.  The training concluded with handing out of certificates.  

http://www.bridgingages.com/site/assets/files/1253/tools_in_life.pdf
http://www.bridgingages.com/site/assets/files/1253/tools_in_life.pdf
http://www.bridgingages.com/library/the-cultural-heritage-as-a-resource-in-conflict-resolution/
http://www.bridgingages.com/library/the-cultural-heritage-as-a-resource-in-conflict-resolution/


 

New Website. 
A new website was developed during 2022 and launched in the beginning of 2023.   

 

Bridging Ages Strategic Plan 2023 to 2025 and Action (implementation)plan 

2023  
will be discussed further on in the agenda. Members are free to make inputs and 

suggestions. 

 

 

Reports from the countries. 
 

Estonia 
 

 
Estonia has during several years made 

countrywide Time travels with students around 

the country on the same time. The 2022 time 

travel did not take place because we (Estonian 

National Museum and Audentes school) were 

busy with creating our first Digital Time travel 

event. 

In 2022 all schools and museums had an 

opportunity to play through all national time 

travel events they previously had: 

- 2018 time travel to the year 1918, when the 
republic of Estonia was created. 

- 2019 time travel to the year 1869, when 
preparations for the first national song 
festival took place. 

- 2020 time travel to the year 1920, when the 
Tartu Peace treaty was signed, signalling the 
end of the Estonian war for independence 
between Estonia and Soviet Russia. 

- 2021 time travel to the year 1991, the year 
Estonia regained its independence after the 
collapse of the Soviet Union. 

Year 2022,  people could choose their own 

topic or play through a previous years time 

travel. 

The methods of time travel and the general 

scenarios of national time travels are available 

in Estonian for any one from E-schoolbag (in 

digital way) 

The time travels did take place, but no statistics 

were gathered this year.  

Trainings and Time Travels 
The following trainings and time travels were 

conducted by ERM and Estonian History and 

Civic Teachers Association in the year 2022: 

•May: time travel 1869 conducted for Tallinn 

Saksa Gymnasium ( around 40 participants ). 

•August: time travel method training and time 

travel to 1869 during the Estonian museum 

teachers summer school ( around 80 

participants ). 

•August: the introduction of a new national 

time travel event and an overview of new 

developments of digital time travel 1991 at the 

Estonian History and Civic Teachers Association 

summer school. Our new time travel event will 

take people to the year 1343, when a peasant 

uprising ( Jüriöö: Saint George's Night Uprising 

) took place, during which the peasants tried to 



get rid of their foreign rulers. The time travel 

event will take place May 2023. (around 80 

participants) 

•A time travel conference took place on 23.09, 

dedicated to the five year anniversary of the 

first national time travel event (around 40 

participants) 

•Time travel to 1869 took place on the same 

day ( around 40 participants) 

•November: time travel 1343 background 

knowledge training ( around 25 participants ). 

•The preparations for the 1991 digital time 

travel took place throughout 2022. ENM and 

Audentes school will take part in Erasmus+ 

DISAH Project. Digital time travel will be ready 

in May 2023. 

 Confirmed participants in training and the 

event: 205.  

Pille Rothla 

 

 

 

Finland 
 

 

The Bridging Ages organization in Finland is 

the Ostrobothnian Children’s Culture 

Network BARK, administrated by the 

Regional Council of Ostrobothnia. The 

region consists of 15 municipalities. The 

network is one of 35 children’s culture 

centers in Finland, partly funded by the 

Ministry of Culture and Education. Through 

this national network co-operations are 

done also in other parts of Finland.  

Work in Finland 

In the region of Ostrobothnia, BARK 

worked together with heritage 

associations, museums and schools 

creating Time Travels and other heritage 

education programs.  

Since a new national curriculum were 

introduced in Finland 2016, many 

municipalities in the region used a culture 

curriculum as a part of the curriculum. In 

these heritage education and Time Travels 

were also a part and gives the chance to all 

pupils to take part. 2022 was the year all 15 

municipalities had a culture curriculum in 

our region.  

Special projects. As the pandemic still 

affected the work during the first half of 

the year, new forms of Time Travels came 

to light. Our digital Time Travels in escape 

room-format were very popular. 

During the pandemic, there have been two 

digital Time Travels in escape room format 

created: one to 1903 with a migration 

theme and one to 1782.  

 

Project meeting at National museum in Tartu 

within the DISAH project 



There were also different forms of 

hybrid Time Travels. A Time Travel in 

a box for 3-6 year old children were 

created and used also after the 

restrictions lifted, as there was a big 

demand for these kind of programs. 

Other hybrid formats included a 

Time Travel in a process drama 

format, which could be done either 

digitally or live. 

We were also part of an Erasmus-project 

“Digital Solutions for Applied Heritage” 

together with Sweden and Estonia. In this 

project we test how the digital can create 

new forms of Time Travels. In Finland we 

have done a Time Travel in a digital 

interdisciplinary format as well as a co-

create Time Travel with many schools.  

In September, we were invited to an 

Erasmus training course in Spain to present 

the Time Travel method. Youth workers 

and heritage educators from 10 European  

countries took part in the training and got 

to do a Time Travel with a migration theme.  

Statistics 

During 2022, about 6000 children and 

youth took part in Time Travel activities. 

This included both the live and digital 

versions.  

Annina Ylikoski  

 

 

 

 

 

Kenya 
 

 

Bridging Ages Kenya (BAK) is composed of 

the following organisations: 

•Bridging Ages Northern Kenya (BANK) 

with membership drawn from Marsabit 

County. In 2022, BANK was mainly engaged 

in a project with a team from Sweden on 

Rock Art and community building through 

the Two Sisters School. 

•Bridging Ages Kenyatta University is 

composed of staff and students from 

Kenyatta University 

•National Museums of Kenya (NMK) is an 

umbrella body that covers all museums and 

heritage bodies in Kenya. Currently, NMK 

membership in BAK is drawn from Kisumu 

and Nairobi. They use the museum for 

education and Time travel as one of the 

methods. 



•Bridging Ages Western Kenya has its 

membership mainly from the primary 

schools in Kisumu 

•Bridging Ages Maseno University is 

composed of staff and students of Maseno 

University 

•Trust for Indigenous Culture and Health 

(TICAH) believe that holistic health and 

culture are connected and as a result 

amplify community action to realise the 

transformative power of culture for 

fundamental rights, holistic health and 

social wellbeing. They listen to 

communities’ stories, cultures, challenges, 

opportunities, adaptations and create safe 

spaces for people to openly share. 

•Manene Cultural Trust (MCT) aims to 

promote peace and social cohesion 

through memory initiatives and 

engagement with traditional cultural 

practices. The Trust champions 

intergenerational and cross-cultural 

dialogue by honoring people’s wisdom, 

relationships, health, good values, and 

cultural practices that enhance peaceful 

co-existence. Specifically, it hosts dialogues 

on social issues, creates cultural leadership 

circles for youth, women, and men to 

enhance cross-cultural sharing of 

knowledge. 

•EDU TAB is the latest organisation to join 

BAK. It is an Educational Technology 

company based in Kitale and works with 

schools mainly on digital literacy with a 

bearing on Mathematics and the sciences. 

It is committed to supporting schools, 

teachers and students achieve more using 

technology and innovative education 

approaches like Times Travel. 

Bridging Ages Kenya uses Time Travel in 4 

broad ways: As an educational tool in 

schools with an emphasis on historical 

events as applied in the classroom today; A 

community building tool; Provides a safe 

place for exposing its cultural heritage to 

the wider community and to young people 

in schools through museum education; and 

as a social cohesion tool.  

An analysis of the BAK activities in 2022 

revealed the following as the main 

challenges the organisation is facing: Lack 

of identity because of the diversity of the 

organisations making up BAK; Lack of 

funding for the national activities as each 

organisation concentrates on its internal 

funding by members; and the last noted 

challenge was distance. In mitigating the 

challenges, BAK suggested the following 

measures as mitigation to the challenges: 

Register BAK as a legal entity in 2023 and a 

committee of 3 members appointed to deal 

with registration; Apply for funding for the 

national organisation. Another committee 

of 5 people were appointed to identify 

relevant funding bodies and make 

application; Practical use of TT in each 

organisation and quarterly reports 

expected from each team. However 

training on TT will be done centrally using 

available online platforms; Holding 

common activities once a year was agreed 

on as a means of bringing together all 

members; Lastly, an active board was 

elected to generate and take charge of the 

implementation of the suggested 

mitigations. 

Dr. Mildred Ayere 

 

 



 

Latvia 
 

2022 has entered European history as a 

year of Russian aggression against Ukraine, 

with many victims and destruction of 

Ukraine's legacy. The Latvian society 

provides assistance to Ukrainian residents 

by collecting donations, preparing 

protective nets and special candles for 

frontiers, providing assistance to refugee 

families in Latvia. The Tukums Museum ir 

engaged in many activities. One of the 

most emitionally vivid moments was 

undoubtedly St. Mikolaj's day at Durbes 

Castle on December, which brought 

refugee children together to have a day in 

historical environment.  

Tukums museum is representing Bridging 

Ages International in Latvia. It is actively 

providing 17 different educational 

programms including 7 different Time 

Travels.  As every year the Tukuma 

Museum organized also two public Time 

Travels in the town’s central square. 

There was the traditional 1991 

barricades fire in January, and a Journey 

to Tobago which was attented by 

hundreds of visitors on July 22, 2022. 

There were more than 200 programs held 

in 2022 for students and many other 

programs for adults. Like other museums 

Tukums museums has developed not only 

on-site but also online activities for 

students.  Schools can use the online 

platform created by Latvian Museum 

Association and choose a program which is 

needed for them.  

Traditional training course was held on 

August for teachers of arts and for history 

teachers of Tukums District on September. 

A distance learning course in arts was 

started. Classes for housekeeping and 

technology teachers were hosted by the 

Tukuma weavers Workshop. There is also a 

framework for a vocational training course 

for adults created to help acquire 

traditional weaving skills. 

The annual Summer seminar was organized 

for Latvian museum educators in 

cooperation with Madona Local History 

and Art museum as well as the Society for 

the Promotion of the Museology in Baltics. 

The Summer Seminar took place on 

Augusts 22-23, 2022 in Madona and it 

opened some new aspects for the museum 

educators. The main theme of the Summer 

seminar was related with History of Urban 

Planning as an opportunity to explore the 

surroundings and encourage the public to 

think about living environment, heritage 

and conservation values as well as health 

issues.  

Tukums museum is participating in the 

seed funding project Baltic Sea Time Travel 

for Community Building (BSTT) is started 

under leadership of the Kalmar County 

museum.  The Project gives opportunity to 

look for funding for more extensive Baltic 

Sea regional cooperation. 

Agrita Ozola 



 

Lithuania  
 

 

Gargzdai land museum had 8 Time travel 

education in 2022y. 127 participants. 96 

students and 31 elderly people. 1 educator. 

Gargzdai land museum has 3 different Time 

travel education: Time travel to July 1944; 

Wanted Craftsman; Back to the youth. 

Time travel to July 1944 has state funding 

from the Culture passport.  

From end of 2022 until 2024 the Lithuanian 

partners Klaipeda university and Gargzdai 

museum are a part of the project BSTT. 

Baltic Sea Time Travels for community 

building.    

Laura 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Rhodos- Greece 
 

 

The Medieval Rose Association (M.R.A.) 

designed a project, using the Time Travel 

method, inspired by the poem "The Plague 

of Rhodes" by Emmanouil Georgillas-

Limenitis, a 15th c. scholar and clergyman. 

For this, the M.R.A. addressed an invitation 

to school teachers and instructors from all 

forms of education (scouts etc.), in order to 

introduce them to the method and to 

encourage them to take part in the Time 

Travel activity, so to learn it in practice and 

then be able to create their own Time 

Travel projects with their 

students/pupils/learners. 

Thus, on November 26th, 2022, an 

introduction seminar was held on the Time 

Travel method at the Bastion of St. George, 

in the Medieval City of Rhodes, to prepare 

the participants for the project. 

On November 30th and December 1st, 

online meetings were held with all the 

trainees that were separated in groups and 

relevant informational material was sent to 

them by email. On December 3rd, a 

preparatory meeting was held where the 

groups got to know each other and their 

roles and topics were discussed in detail. 

On December 4th, the Time Travel activity 

took place in the St. George’s Bastion. The 

participants took part in a role-play game: 

dressed in period clothes, they “traveled” 

to the Middle Ages, one morning in the city 

market, specifically in the year 1499, when 

Rhodes was plagued by the Black Death 

and the population had been decimated. 

Unfolding the poem of Emmanuel 

Georgillas, they experienced the tragic 

consequences of the plague in their lives: 

the worry, the insecurity, the measures 

taken by the Knights to limit the spread of 

the pandemic and the relief of the sick but 

also the possible interpretations for the evil 

Photos: Michael Heller 

Photos: Michael Heller 



that intruded their lives. There was a 

reflection to the recent coronavirus 

pandemic, which affected the lives of 

people and changed their habits, 

commercial and social relations, economy 

and health parameters in Rhodes, Greece 

and the world. 

With the completion of the re-enactments, 

an on-site evaluation of the project was 

carried out by the participating groups. 

They presented the arguments, opinions 

and different points of view that were 

formulated, resulting in valuable 

conclusions, which will be included in a 

general review and presented by the 

Medieval Rose in a public presentation in 

the near future. 

Anna Achiola

 

 

South Africa. 
 

 

 

Kalmar läns museum capacitated over 50 

institutions since 2006. The Time Travel 

method has supported transformation in 

giving voices to the people, support 

education and community building. The 

method has been incorporated in the 

programmes of individual institutions but 

the exact statistics are unknown. Although 

the network organisation Bridging Ages 

South Africa has an interim committee, 

funding to manage and co-ordinate the 

activities are the drawback. Bridging Ages 

South Africa WhatsApp group keeps the 

network connected.  

Highlights. 

1. The Time Travel Educational 
Handbook was launched in South 
Africa on the 8th of June 2022. It was 
thereafter launched at the Bridging 
Ages International conference in 
Turkey on the 30th  of June 2022. This 
book was  work in process for over five 
years. The completion of this book was 
a major achievement. Kalmar Lans 
museum, Sweden made it possible for 
250 printed copies. 

 

 Book Content: 

Chapter 1: Background History. 

 

Chapter 2: Pedagogical  theories that 

underpins the Time Travel Method. 

•Experiential Learning. 

•Reflectional learning. 

•Transformational learning. 

•Relational learning. 

It further explains, the pragmatic shift from 

teacher to learne -centred approach, 

stakeholder involvement and benefits of 

the Time Travel method linked to the 

school curriculum.  



Chapter 3: Outlines the Time Travel process 

in terms of its Planning, Implementation, 

Reflection and Evaluation.  

Chapter 4:  Examples of three recorded 

historical sites, viz South Wharf, 

Gamalakhe Tin Town and Betania Mission. 

This includes teacher lesson plans.  

 

2. Representation on Bridging Ages 
International Board: Gulshera Khan 

was re-elected President of BA 

International- This is her second term. 

(each term is 2 years) Radikobo 

Ntsimane is a member of Bridging 

Ages Election Committee Election 

 

3. Presentations and Training: 

•Two members of the Port Shepstone 

Twinning had been part of conference 

training team. 

•Presentation on Time Travel and 

Community Building at a Bridging Ages 

webinar. 

•Philani Gcaba, an educator at 

Ingwemabala high school, jointly with 

Gulshera Khan presented at an Educational 

at an international webinar to educators 

from the Baltic region held in August and 

September respectively. Co-ordinated by 

Bo Hellstrom, an educator from Kalmar, 

Sweden. 

 

4. Partnership and Collaboration: 

(Slottsskolan ,Sweden ,and Ingwemabala 

Comprehensive High School ,Port 

Shepstone, South Africa) 

 Detailed programmes on dates for the 

physical exchanges to both countries were 

twice postponed due to COVID-19 travel 

restrictions. It eventaully took place in year 

2022.   

Summary of the Programme: 

•The South African delegation of four 

departed for Sweden on 25 September 

until 5th October 2022.  

•A detailed programme comprising of 

classroom teaching, presentations, 

meetings, hosting of seminar on school 

management system, showcasing our 

region and country was welcomed by the 

teachers at Slottsskolan, Borgholm, 

Sweden.  (Refer to Bridging Ages February 

2023 newsletter).  

•Time Travel event to the year 1912 was 

held at both countries. Kalmar Lans 

museum and Port Shepstone Twinning 

Association co-ordinated the events. 

Honorary President Dr Ebbe Westergren 

was actively engaged. 

•A highlight was to reconnect with 

Oskarshamn (OSAK) committee. There has 

been a renewed interest in further 

collaboration. 

•The returning visit from Slottsskolan to 

South Africa took place in October 2022.  

 

5.  Examples of  Time Travel events. 

Time Travel Betania Mission 1912. 



Goal: 

•Use the Time Travel method as a way to 

support education in natural Sciences and 

Mathematics, also Social Sciences, 

implementing the curriculum. Topics on 

energy and change, spaces and shapes and 

measurements.  

•To make the learners understand and get 

an interest in an important local heritage 

site, i.e.  Betania Mission. 

•Use the past to reflect and find solutions 

to current challenges in the community, i.e. 

electricity, load shedding, water and crime. 

The first school for “ Black children”  was 

established by the Norwegian and Swedish 

missionaries in the 1880s.The school still 

exists today as Ingwemabala 

Comprehensive High School that is situated 

adjacent to Betania Mission. It continues to 

play an important role in education. 

Time Travels: KwaZulu-Natal Department 

of Arts, Culture and Sport 

TIME TRAVEL IN ULUNDI AT EKUDUBEKENI 

HIGH SCHOOL IN PARTNERSHIP WITH 

PRINCE MANGOSUTHU BUTHELEZI 

MUSEUM, 22 JUNE 2022  

 

  

WOMENS DAY TIME TRAVEL: 

COMMEMORATION OF MKABAYI KAJAMA, 

31 AUGUST 2022 

On the 31st August 2022, KwaZulu-Natal 

Museum Service, a Directorate under the 

Provincial Department of Sport Arts and 

Culture in collaboration with Lucas Meijer 

Museum and Filidi Secondary School 

hosted a Time Travel event titled 

“Women’s Day: Mkabayi KaJama and the 

role of women in society” in Vryheid, 

AbaQulusi Local Municipality. The event 

was based on the year 1781 and on the 

topic of “Are we moving forward as society 

in accepting the important role women 

play in society despite their cultural or 

religious backgrounds?”  This event was 

done in order to commemorate Womens 

Month. 

 



16 DAYS OF ACTIVISM TIME TRAVEL EVENT 

 

KwaZulu-Natal Department of Arts, Culture 

and Sport-Museum Service, Department of 

Economic Development with Philisani NGO 

together hosted on 2 December a Time 

Travel back to 1995 to look at the Women's 

Rights and Human Rights. It happened 

during the 16 Days of Activism to Combat 

violence against women and children 

 

Gulshera Khan, Radikobo Ntsimane 

 

 

Sweden 
 

 

International work is a well-established 

part of the county museum's work. 

Everything we do contributes to achieving 

the county museum's business idea: To 

broaden the perspectives on the present 

and enrich the living environment. The 

experiences and knowledge from the 

international collaborations are 

transferred to developing our own 

operations in the county, nationally, and to 

strengthening Bridging Ages International. 

Kalmar läns museum holds the secretariat 

for Bridging ages. For this work we get 

funding from the Swedish arts council. The 

projects are made with external financing.   

During 2022 we started up after the 

pandemic, but we also kept the 

opportunities that the digital solutions give 

us. 

In 2022, a test operation was carried out 

with digital networking meetings and 

webinars within Bridging Ages. The 

networking meetings were used as an 

informal meeting place for the agenda and 

the content was set by the participants 

themselves, while the webinars had a 

clearer agenda with invited guests who 

presented a current project or similar, 

based on a theme. The following webinars 

were arranged: 

• 22/6 Time Travels and migration. 

• 10/10 Time Travels to the Future. 

• 12/12 Time Travels and the Climate 
Crisis 

In total 56 people from 5 different 

countries participated in the meetings. 

Bridging Age's annual meeting was 

arranged digitally with 38 participants from 

14 different countries. The increased digital 

competence and access to digital tools has 

facilitated the participation of members 

and, by extension, the democratic process. 



In the region Kalmar läns museum made 91 

Time Travels with 2400 students 

throughout the region. Traveling from 

Stone ages until year 1933. One new thing 

for 2022 was an assignment from the E-

health institute on Linnaeus University 

where we made a Time Travel to the future 

elderly care. How will the future elderly 

care look like, what is tomorrow’s 

challenges? In addition, fully digital time 

travel was developed which was carried 

out in Zoom.  

International projects with several 

Bridging ages countries involved: 

 

DISAH 

In the fall of 2021, the project Digital 

Solutions for Applied Hertige, DISAH, 

began. The project is financed by 

ERASMUS+. The Nordic Center for Cultural 

Heritage Pedagogy in Östersund is the 

project owner and project manager. Other 

project partners are Kalmar County 

Museum (SE), Jamtli (SE), BARK (FI), 

Estonian National Museum (EE) and 

Audentes School (EE). The aim is to develop 

various digital tools and educational 

programs where time travel and role-

playing are in focus. Kalmar County 

Museum's development effort is based on 

creating tools to engage and involve 

teachers and students before and after a 

physical time travel. 

During 2022, the Digital Solutions for 

Applied Heritage project continued with 

partners from Sweden, Finland and 

Estonia. Within the framework of this 

project, the Kalmar county museum has 

started developing a website aimed at 

teachers and students who will participate 

in a Time Travel. As part of this, materials 

for before and after work and a digital 

teacher training program have been 

created. Interviews have also been 

conducted with teachers to get their 

perspective. The world situation has 

indirectly affected the project in several 

different ways, including that the focus of 

the transnational time travel that will be 

carried out in the spring of 2023 will 

revolve around what it is like to be young in 

war and conflict. The project runs until May 

2023, is led by NCK and financed by 

ERASMUS+ 



BSTT 

In 2022, preliminary study funds were 

granted for the project "Baltic Sea Time 

Travels for Community Building". The 

preliminary study is financed by the 

Swedish Institute within the framework of 

Project Initiation in the Baltic Sea Area and 

the preliminary study includes the 

Federation of Ostrobothnia (FI), the 

National Museum of Estonia, (EE), the 

Tukums Museum (LV), the University of 

Klaipeda (LI), the Gargzdai Land Museum 

(LI), the National Museum in Gdansk , (PL) 

and Wismar City Museum (DE). The 

purpose of the preliminary study is to 

identify common challenges and 

opportunities within the Time Travel 

Method and within the Baltic Sea area. All 

partners within the project have previous 

experience with the Time Travel Method 

and a goal of the preliminary study is that 

all partners should build capacity to be able 

to collaborate with each other more easily 

in various development issues. The project 

runs until spring 2024 and the Kalmar 

county museum is the project owner. 

Linda Liljeberg 

 

 

 

 

USA/ Canada 

 

Bridging Ages U.S./Canada continues to plan 

and build partnerships in preparation for the 

now 2024 conference in the Yukon. 

Scott Green is working on a multi-year Yukon 

tourism project in conjunction with Friends of 

the Klondike Corridor which includes a Time 

Travel character from the Klondike Gold Rush 

era (1896-1898). The same Time Travel 

imagining and the technique of comparing the 

past and present are utilized in the project's 

videos. The productions are viewable via 

YouTube at 

https://www.youtube.com/@klondikecorridor 

Scott Green 

 

Turkie  
 

See attached Newsletter 

 

https://www.youtube.com/@klondikecorridor

